where the kernel ψ k vanishes in a neighborhood of 0,
I
ψ h {x)dx = 0 ,
and Ψu satisfies certain smoothness conditions.
The results generalize the results of [6] in several ways: the padic and p-series fields are replaced with K d , pointwise convergence is proved, and the hypothesis on the kernels is weakened. Many of the methods also apply in other settings; see, e.g., the second author's forthcoming paper on multipliers [11] , and the argument in Lemma 10 [12, p. 201] .
We let Z denote the integers, Z + the positive integers. The complement of a set S is denoted by S', its characteristic function by ξ s . In general, our notation for the locally compact field K is as in [9] . The second section of [9] also includes a good summary of that elementary analysis on K which we will need; K d is treated in the first pages of [12] . Let m be the modular function for K(X(aS)) = m(α)λ(iS), λ Haar measure for (K, +)). We also let | x | = m (x) Each ^n is a subgroup of K d and {^β π }~= 0 is a neighborhood basis at 0. We use the inner product d
There is a character χ on (ϋf, +) which is identically one on ^3° but is nontrivial on the group ty* 1 = {a: \ a | ^ g}. If we let χ β (a) = %{aβ), then the mapping β-*χ β is a topological isomorphism of (iΓ, +) onto its dual D(K, +); we thus identify (if, +) and i)(iί, +). Letting Xy( χ ) = XitpfVy) for x,yeK d , it follows that y->χ y is a topological isomorphism of i^ onto D(Z" f(v) = t /(»)χ«α;, y»dx .
JK d
The symbols (£, © 0 , and S r (l ^ r ^ oo) denote the usual function spaces, defined for (K d , λ) if not otherwise indicated; (£ 00 is the continuous functions with compact support. In this and in any unexplained notation, we follow [4] . For 1 < r < oo, r' denotes the numbers such that 1/r + 1/r' = 1. The function space @ is all φ e (£ 00 for which there is some n such that φ(x + ?β n ) = φ(x), all xeK d . Some often used computational principles are worth mentioning at the outset. First, if fe2 1 (K if aeK\{0} and fe2 1 (K d ,X) . Combining these, we have that
We also often use the fact that = 0 when | x \ > q~j .
2* Lebesgue set; maximal functions* The proof of pointwise convergence in § 3 depends strongly on the Lebesgue set of a function and on maximal functions. Both of these ideas can be developed in in considerable generality, and we will do this in a section which is independent of the rest of the paper, § 4. However the facts for K d are considerably easier and we present them here. The set of x for which (2.1.i) holds will be called, as in the classical case, the Lebesgue set for f.
For almost all x, we have
Proof. By differention of indefinite integrals (see (2.9) for each complex number a with rational coordinates. The proof of (i) is completed as in the classical case (see, e.g., [13] , p. 65); (ii) follows from (i).
REMARK 2.2. The result of Edwards and Hewitt used above applies to a general class of locally compact groups, and the proof is fairly involved. The situation is much simpler for K d (or for any first countable zero dimensional group), as described in the next few lines.
The equality we want is
We will prove (*) using (2.3), below. 
Since y + φ n * = x + Sβ** if 7/ e x + φ %^, we have a; + ^ cz E t [Mf] . A pair of cosets are either disjoint or one is contained in the other. It follows that there is a pairwise disjoint family {x n + $β**}n-=i such that E t [Mf] = UΓ=i (ί»n + ^P* ) and
\ fdX> tX{ψ-) .
The equality (i) follows. We now prove (*). We may assume that fe 8 le Choose ί > 0, and g a continuous function that \\g -f\ < f/4. Then
It follows that H(x) = 0 a.e. and the equality (*) follows.
Maximal function inequalities.
(i) ||J|f/|| r^_^| |/|| r if fe2ΐ (1< r < oc), r -1
These inequalities follow from (2.3.i); see, e.g., (2.2), (3.1), (3.2) , and (3.4) of [7] .
For equations dealing with point wise convergence, we need some more technical results about maximal functions, which follow. The reader might prefer to read on to part IV of the proof of (3.1) , where the results are first needed.
Let ζ = f^o, for convenience. The average M n f for feLΐ(l r < oo) can be written
Replacing ζ with a measurable function η, we define (formally)
for /e8 r (l ^ r < oo). 
If
1/r a.e., ^fcerβ 6 is α constant. If φ>e2 u then (ii) ΛoZds /or all r > 1, α^cZ so (iii) cmd (iv) feoϊd in this case also.
Proof. Suppose first that ηett, and satisfies (ii). Write -is bounded by ||/|| r + \f(x)\ if j < 0; and, for x in the Lebesgue set for/, it is bounded for j ^ 0. Suppose x is in the Lebesgue set, let c bound the term for all j e Z, and let Sj be its supremum over j ^ J, Je Z. The last term in (1) is thus dominated by
The second term goes to 0 as % goes to oo, because of (ii); and, the so (iii) and (iv) hold.
REMARK. The preceding lemma is local a field variant of Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 of Chapter II in [2] . 3* Singular integrals. Our main theorem is stated and proved below. In (3.2) and (3.3) we give variants. In (3.4) there is a discussion of various aspects of the hypothesis and an indication of a simpler proof for smoother ω. The operator L* is weak type (1, 1) .
Proof. I. ^-convergence. The proof of 8 2 -convergence is based on inversion of 8 2 -Fourier transforms, and this argument depends on uniform boundedness of (φ k )ΐ=i. (The functions ψ k are in S s for se]l, oo]; see (2.1) of [6] ). For n < 0 and k ^ 0, let Each w ψ^ is in & t (because ω e £«). Since A(φ % ) = φ~%, (2.3) of [6] implies that (1) {ψ
For v 6 ^3°, the functions {ψo (2) holds there is a ^e φ° such that
(This boundedness argument is a modification of one appearing in Hormander [5] ). We have 
exists a.e. Finally, the equality ψ k (y) -n ψk(y) = ψo(π n~ι y)(n < 0, fe ^ 0) shows that {|| ^Λ -%^fc H^: w < 0, & ^ 0} is bounded by any constant bounding {|| ψ k ||«,: fc > 0}.
The S 2 -convergence argument stemming from the above bounds is well known (see [2] or [6] ) and goes as follows. If /e8 2 , then n ψ k f converges (8 2 ) to <fr k f, inversion gives {ψ k fY = τK*/a.e., f k f converges (8 2 ) to φf, and inversion gives convergence of ψ k *f. The bound Il^**/ll2^ II9ΊUII/H2 holds; put A 2 = \\φ\U to obtain (ii).
II. Measure estimates; weak type (1, 1) . Suppose 1 <^ r 2 , /e S+, fc G Z + , and ί > 0. Let ^ = ^[t**/]. The covering lemma (3.12) of [6] states that there is a mapping (m, n) -* x mn of a subset P t of Z + x Z into K d such that {x mn + * § n : (m, n) e P t } is pairwise disjoint and the following relations hold:
As in [6] and [2] , we will prove that there are constants ^ and c 2 depending only on K d and α> such that
This will also prove that ψ k *f is uniformly weak type (1, The function Λ is bounded by (a), is in 8+ by (b), is in S 2 (\\h\\\ < l|λ||!r r ||λ||;), and satisfies (part I)
[c, and δ constants] .
Since g = 0 on DJ, we have
(The equality IΣ^ -ΣP 4 \used here is valid by Lebesgue's dominated 
Thus, using \ gdX = 0, we have
Translating by a; ww in the inner integral gives now implies that X{D[ Π JE?) < 4Λί^dλ(D,). Thus, λ^2) ^ αλ(A), a independent of t,k, and /. This estimate and (7) give (6) . If fe&ΐ, then the first term on the right in (6) The equality (8) can also be used to prove that lim^^ ψ k * g exists in D[. Since the series on the right in (8) converges absolutely when S(ίc, k) is replaced by P t (as we proved above), the relations S(x, k)cz S(x, k + 1) and \Jΐ =1 S(x, k) = P t shows that we actually have
summands as in (8), for all xe Ώ[. We will use this fact later. III. ^^convergence, 1 < r < °o. The fact that the operators /-• φ k *f are uniformly weak type (1, 1) and uniformly weak (in fact strong) type (2, 2) implies (by the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem; [13] , vol. II, p. 112) that they are uniformly strong type (r, r) for every re]l, 2]; i.e., there are constants A r such that (ii) holds for fe2 r .
(The existence of A r for r e ]1, 2] can also be proved directly from (6) , using a function/* on]0, oo[that is equimeasurable with /€&+ and the function β f (s) = s~Λ β(u)du. For this method, see [6] .) For r > 2, Jo the bound (ii) is obtained by a duality argument, which we now outline. Suppose fe S r , r > 2, and keZ + .
Define a functional T f on (£ 00 by g(x)(ψ k *f)(x)dx, and use Fubini's theorem to prove that T f g = (^*^)(?/)^(^f(^)=^(-^)) ThϊsgiveslΓ^X^A^Π/IMi^iU,, so that T f has a unique norm preserving extension to S r ,. By duality, the extension is given by an 2 r function, which has to be ψ k *f. The norm of the extension is || ψ k *f\\ r . Hence, || ψ k *f\\ ^ A r , \\f\\ r
To prove 8 r convergence of ψ k *f for all fe @, it suffices to prove it for all functions f^m, ze K d , me Z. Dominated convergence gives the equality IV. Pointwise convergence and maximal singular integral. Suppose /e8 r (l < r < oo). First, we summarize some limiting relations:
( a) lim M n Lf{x) = Lf(x) a.e. and
The equalities in (a) are by (2.9) of [3] (or our Remark (2.2), or (2.5. iii)), (b) is a result of 
The inner integral in the last expression is ψ k *ζ(π~n(x -w)). Since ζeS with m = 0, Lζ = ψ k *ζ = ψ Q * ζ for all k ^ 0. Thus
where η{x) = Lζ(x) -ψ o (»). Supposing that (2.5.iii) holds and letting n go to oo in (11), we have /(a;) = f(x)\ ηdX + Lf(x) a.e. , proving that \ηdX = 0 and that lim^oo^*/^) = L/(a;) a.e. A condition for the validity of (2.5.iii) is simply "φeίϋ". Since the condition "φ e S L " is seen to be implied by our hypothesis (iii).
Using (11) and (2.5.i), we have
The bound (iv) follows from (2.4) . That the operator L* is weak type (1.1) goes much as in part II of the proof. For fe 8 X , we split / into h + g as before and obtain the inequality
from the fact that L* is strong type (2, 2) . The supremum of the absolute value of the left side of (8) over k > 0 is dominated by
The argument following (8) is then unaltered if ψ k *g is replaced by L*g, and results in
By the sublinearity of L*, we have
{L*f(x) > t] c {L*g(x) > i-ί} U {L*M®) >
Hence, L* is weak type (1, 1) . It remains to prove pointwise convergence for S x -functions. For fe2t and t > 0, decompose / as when obtaining measure estimates: f = g + h. Thus, φ k *f = ψ k *h + ψ k *g. We know that lim^*, ψ^ * A, exists a.e., because he2 2 . We have proved that lim^^ ^ * ^ exists in JD/; hence, for every ί > 01im fc _> oo '^r A .*/(.τ) exists a.e. in D/. Let ε > 0. By (5.b) there is a £ such that X(D f ) < ε. Hence,
Thus lim^α,^*/exists a.e., if /eS A + . Clearly the pointwise limit will also exist for arbitrary feΆ L , and the proof is complete.
A variant of the the theorem follows. 
This condition implied by each of (3.1.i), (3.1.iii), (3.2.iii), (3.3. iii), and (3.4.i).
( c ) The hypothesis in (3.13) of [6] is equivalent to the following statement: There is an m e Z + such that ω(x + ^3 m ) = {ω(x)} for all x e £}°. This condition and homogeneity imply that ω(x + *β m + w ) z= {ω(x)} if x e £Γ. In particular (i) above is trivial, and the 8 r -results of [6] are included in (3.1) . For such an ω the proof of point wise convergence simplifies, as follows. Again write M n Lf -ψ n *f= M n (τ},f), with rj given by (12) of the proof. If x e £ι w with w ^ -m, then ω(x + ^β°) = {o)(x)}. Thus, (12) shows that η = 0 on ψ U (^β~w +1 )'. We have
Since rj is bounded, the limit as n goes to ©o of the right side is zero for x in the Lebesgue set. This proves that lim w _ oβ '^Λ*/(5c) exists a.e. , the condition ω 6 2co(K d ) can actually be replaced with the weaker condition to 6 S^Q 0 , λ), but at the expense of using Fourier transforms and convolutions of distributions, and other complications. In this subsection we will outline this method, which is due to Hormander [5] in the R n case.
Singular integrals with 2
The fundamental space of test functions for distributions on K d is @; its dual is denoted by ©'. The assumption ω e S^Q 0 , λ) implies that Ψk £ £1,100 k ^ 0, but we do not know, from general principles, that ψ k *f is well defined for /e£ r . The cancellation property I ωdx -0 can be used to prove the existence of ψ k *f. Let ψ = ψ Qm Then, ψ defines an element <ψ > of @' by <o/0K<p) = \ ψφdX and <ψ> has a 
since ω e δ^Q 0 , λ), (τ^ -ψ) is therefore in Si^K*) for all v. Thus In obtaining weak type (1, 1) and other measure estimates, we don't know that ψ h *g (or even L k g) exists for ge S r (l <; r < 2). However, we actually proved, using only (3.1.i) and α) e ^(Q 0 , λ), that the infinite series
Σ ( I g(v) I ( J {Xmn+^Λ

X -
is finite, (see II of proof of (3.1)). "Fubini" arguments combined with the analysis already given in II show that exists absolutely for almost all xeD' t . Thus
® -v)dy
exists (the integral is proper) a.e. in D' t for each t > 0 and satisfies It is apparently difficult to handle g directly on D t , but if we let fe @, then α/r^^/and ψ k *g exist everyplace and, by the above analysis, the weak estimate
is satisfied (fe @). For arbitrary fe S x , let lim,^ ||/ -f n \l = 0, f n e @. The estimate (2) implies that (ψ k *f n ) converges in measure; call its limit L k f. Then L k f also satisfies (2), and we get the operators L k uniformly weak type (1,1). For 1 < r < 2, the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem applies as before to give the estimates \\L k f\\ r <Ξ A r ||/|| r . The L r -convergence argument is the same, for "ψ k e 2 19 loc " is all that was required. The duality proof is the same. Point wise convergence is also valid; we needed only ω e ^(Q 0 , λ), (3.1.iii), and 8 r -convergence.
3.6. Two examples, (i) If d = 1, O° is a multiplicative group whose Haar measure is λ. For a nontrivial character ω of £}°, I ωdλ = 0 holds. Extend ω to K\{0} by ω(a?) = α>(a?*). Since Q° is zerodimensional, ω vanishes on some neighborhood of 1 (see [4] or [9] ). It follows that ω(x + φ w ) = {ω(x)} for all x e O°, for some m. Hence, all hypothesis' of (3.1) hold for ω (see also (3.4.c) ). The analogue of d° for the complex numbers is the circle group T; a character e int of T defines a two-dimensional Calderόn-Zygmund singular integral. In the case of the real numbers, the analogue of Q° is the multiplicative group { -1,1}; the real analogue of the singular integral is the Hubert transform.
(ii) Let P be a subset of K d satisfying PΠ-P-0 and PΌ -P= K\{0} . In particular, we could set ω(x) = 1 if x e P and ω(x) = -liΐxe-P, and get another (different) analogue of the classical Hubert transform. The conditions (3.1.i) and (3.1.iii) become conditions on P. For a further discussions of kernels of this type in the p-adic and ^-series cases, see [6] , (4.1) and (4.2).
4* Appendix by Keith Phillips* Maximal functions for a class of noncompact groups.
In this section we give a general treatment of maximal functions. The entire section is independent of the rest of the paper. Our standing hypothesis is that G is a locally compact group (written multiplicatively) with left Haar measure λ and {U n : ne Z) is a family of relatively compact Borel sets in G satisfying ( i ) U n+1 g U n for all neZ and lim λ(E7 n ) = oo; (ii) {U n : ne Z + } is a neighborhood base at e;
And, there is a constant a such that λ(Z7 iu) ) < aλ(U n ) for all neZ. Conditions (i)-(iii) are those for a Borel D"'-sequence in [3] , except that we use a "doubly infinite" sequence. If the £7/s are symmetric or G is Abelian condition (iv) implies (iii), with C -a. We call a sequence satisfying (4.1) an M-sequence.
The following theorem is similar to (2.2) of [3] ; the main difference is that the sets U n need not have bounded measure. The proof uses only (4.1.i)- (4.1.iii 
hold for all fe 2 r (l ^ r < oo), μ e ^T + , and t > 0.
Proof. We concentrate on the proof for Mf; Mμ is similar. Let t be fixed and define U n :tX(U n )< Let 2? be any compact subset of E t [Mf] .
It is clear that (4.2.i) and (4.2.ii) are satisfied for the pair (^\ E). Condition (4.2.iii) is also satisfied, for there cannot be sequences (Xi)7 =1 and (%)Γ=i such that r lmv.o^ = -oo and \ζ XiU fdX >t\ (U %r 
This assertion is obvious if r -1 (and also for μ) and is a consequence of Holder's inequality if r > 1. We thus obtain (1) ME)^C±X(U nk )<
where (x k U ni )k=ι is the sequence guaranteed by (4.2) and V = UΓ=i % If xe V, then x^x e Ϊ7 w/c for some fc, so that x^xUi^^i) U njc . Thus:
We have proved that VczE t , a [Mf] ; hence, by (1),
The inequality (i) follows, for the right side in (2) does not depend on E and the supremum of the left side over compact E contained in E t [Mf] is ME t [Mf}) . Before stating integral estimates, we first show how to get a different measure estimate, from (4.4 
MN r )
Thus, M*f ^ aMf, and we get a theorem like (4.6) The second inequality holds by (4.4.i) and third because M*f ^ Mf. We thus have a constant β > 0(β = α~2) such that This inequality yields (4.6) with no additional constant a on the right, as indicated in (4.6). Maximal functions for (K d , +) are of course of the ergodic type. The additional condition that the U n 's are groups makes the theorems simpler.
Metrics groups.
If the topology of G is given by a left invariant metric p, then {S r (0): r > 0} forms an ergodic family provided that λ(S 2r (0)) ^ aX (S r (0) ). Maximal functions defined over spheres thus give a version of (4.4) and (4.5) . In [10] [there is a constant K such that X(S(x, 4r)) ^ Kx(Sx, r))] implies that {S r (0)} is an ergodic family. Hence, for a locally compact metric group G with left invariant metric, the proofs of (4.4) and (4.6) are different proofs of Smith's Theorem 1, 2, and 3.
Maximal functions for certain metric spaces are also studied in [8] , where the main interest is in applications to harmonic and analytic fuctions on relatively compact sets in C n . The sets over which Rauch takes averages have bounded measures.
